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A recent webinar from indus try leaders  revealed findings  from a months -long U.S. luxury shopper inves tigation. Image credit: Herms

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

New data from a months-long U.S. luxury shopper study sees women quickly decreasing discretionary purchases,
while men double down, doing the opposite by upping luxury spending significantly.

Cond Nast's Vogue Business and affiliate commerce giant Rakuten revealed results from a months-long
investigation of over 1,000 U.S. luxury shoppers during an online event hosted at the start of the month. The digital
rewards leaders talk through changing attitudes, behavior and more with the Cond Nast-owned B2B publication.

The Dec. 1 webinar, titled "Fashion and finance: The new economic realities of luxury consumers," featured
speakers Anusha Couttigane, head of advisory at Vogue Business, and Kristen Gall, president at Rakuten Rewards.

Account holds
In the face of declining economic confidence, the online event explored how fiscal conditions have impacted the
moods, habits and wallets of an affluent clientele base with whom engagement is crucial.

For the research effort, Rakuten was able to tap its publishing partner's extensive web of sister titles, including
Vogue, GQ and others.

The survey of U.S. luxury shoppers who have spent at least $1,000 in the last year on designer goods found that one
in four has made moves to slash their engagement with luxury retail.

The "Fashion and finance: The new economic realities of luxury consumers" webinar

Women are lessening luxury budgets, as 32 percent reported a decrease in spending on expensive goods.

Meanwhile, men are leaning in almost a third actually increased the number of designer fashion digs acquired over
the last 12 months. This is more than double the number of women 15 percent who shared news of an increase.

Across the board, those who have exchanged up to $2,000 this year for luxury goods are closing checkbooks, with 31
percent reporting reduced elective spending.
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Winners take all
Webinar speakers suggest that, overall, results signal a level of resilience amid an anticipated economic downturn,
as a good majority of group members, three of every four, have made no changes to spending.

In fact, when further stratified, results imply that those of greater means may carry the whole.

Shoppers who have allocated more than $5,000 to designer buys continue to increase their spending. Nearly a third
of these individuals have upped their spending, according to the joint research effort.

Women are lessening luxury budgets , as  32 percent reported a decrease in spending on expens ive goods . Image credit: Vogue Bus iness

Thus, the industry's top percentile of consumers very clearly maintains enough spending power to make or break top
brands. This small segment bears the greatest influence on the designer market.

The same can be said of those companies and conglomerates that fill luxury's top spots.

This year's Global Powers of Luxury Goods report, published by consulting firm Deloitte, spells out just how far
ahead the industry's top players are in terms of both sales and profitability.

Of the 100 bestselling luxury goods companies analyzed, businesses belonging to the top 10 made up more than half
of total sales, at 56.2 percent, jumping nearly 5 percent from 51.4 percent in 2021.

This group of luxury leaders also accounts for almost 85 percent of the top 100 brands' total net in FY2021.

Conglomerates  make the cut, topping the lis t by large margins . Image credit: Deloitte
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Deloitte's data reflects that the 15 luxury goods companies charting sales of more than $5 billion pulled far above
their weight in performance, contributing more than two-thirds of sales from the total Top 100 (see story).
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